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Budget Priorities Changed
CIP Comes First
Priorities for budgetary
locations were radically
ianged at an ASUOP Senate
eeting October 19. In essence,
c Senate decided to fund
>mmunity
involvement
•ograms before those of purely
ter-college interest.
The discussion of priorities
ime about after several
.udents in the audience
tpressed a desire to know
here the senate stood with
egards
to
community
lvolvement." Carter Brown,
lirector of Finances, had also
fated that the senate would have
3 arrive at some definite policy
ecisions so that the Financial
)ommittee
could
make
esponsible recommendations
without being too subjective.
Norm Baldwin, senator from
laymond College, introduced a
notion that
the senate re
lllctl nit

formulate their budget priorities
as
follows:
community
involvement
first, minority
groups.second, and programs of
inter-college interest last. Those
programs that fall under the
"inter-college interest" category
were not defined, but according
to
previous
ASUOP
catagorizations,
this
would
include ASUOP Committees,
student services, and the
constituent schools.
Bill Brown, faculty advisor
to the ASUOP Senate, submitted
an amendment stating that the
ASUOP would fund chartered
organizations as generously as
possible within the bedgetary
possibilities, since it was
recognized that their existance
serves both the community and
the university.
Bill Brown, faculty advisor
to the ASUOP Senate, submitted

an amendment stating that the
ASUOP would fund chartered
organizations as generously as
possible within the budgetary
possibilities, since it was
recognized that their existence
serves both the community ana
the university. This amendment
was accepted.
As a result of this change in
priorities,
the
Financial
Committee will study submitted
requests and recommend new
appropriations at a meeting on
November 2.
Budget
recommendations
were previously made on
October 10, but several campus
groups protested the suggested
figures. The budget was then sent
back to the Financial Committee
and all campus organizations
and committees are currently
operating without funds.

a fr-inan dance troupe, who performed Friday night at
SJSSSSS, Of the Community Affuirs Committee of the

BSU

Zimbabwe
created dance

Benson, Black Studies Director
The BSU of UOP opened at Pomona, and Mrs. Dorothy
their year of cultural activities Jones, Community Director of
with the presentation of South-East Stockton. Besides
"Zimbabwe", an African dance exclamations of "fantasticout of
troupe.
sight!" came shouts from the
The
performance
in audience for a return of the
Raymond Great Hall, was group, who also performed
Cost is $350 to$400 for the
augmented by standing-room- Sunday at the United Methodist
The program will center
month. The program will be
"What will I do this
only audience participation, not
around capitol city Jackson, at
limited to 20 students. A $100 only in applause but in actual Church.
luary? I know little bit about
Millsap College, a private liberal
The dance troupe was
deposit is required by November
lerican history, economics,
arts school with"one of the
dancing with the group.
brought
here courtesy of the
1 to insure participation in the
1 sociology; but am thinking
highest reputations in the
Community Affairs Committee
"Music,
as
language
looking
I I'm not a confused freshman.
program.
south,"said Jacoby.
into the world with the spirit of a of the BSU.
i interested in studying this
people, identifies itself more
Lft|orS|iin
nuary either literature or
precisely than label. And is SChOiarSnip
ima or race relations, or
there, always, coming from
blic education or government
every
place."
And
from
d I don't want to be stuck in
iby n
. . U C Stockton
tAnbfnn
Robin
everywhere
it
came
Friday
jckton."
night, for the Great Hall was
Does this sound like a
Tuesday, November 2, a Vaugh, chairman.
One of the qualifying
Each candidate for the electrified as the dance troupe
nversation you or your friend
Senate election will be held from
conditions
for
a
State
drew
frenzied
screams
and
un
ight have? If so, consider the
Senate seat must pass a test at
nine am until five pm to fill Paul
Scholarship has been changed
Mississippi Close Up' winter
the ASUOP office by Thursday, ending applause.
Nasman's Senate seat. Three
On
hand
was
City for the 1972-73 competition.
rm project offered by COP s
October 28. So far, three
election poles will be outside the
Councilman
Ralph
White,
Jim Previously the age limit was 24.
ciology department and
members of the student body are
ASUOP office, Grace Covell and
It has now been changed to 30.
running for the Senate and Tony
aded by Harold Jacoby.
This makes it possible for many
Read what the winter term Covell College.
Vaughn, ASUOP vice president
A new method of voting has
who could not previously qualify
illetin says about it. "This is not
believes "that's all" there will
Dr. Alistair McCrane,
been initiated for this election.
to make application for the
I expose, but rather a serious
be.
Academic Vice-President, will academic year, 1972-73.
quiry into the social, political, The voters will mark an x
Moose
Alvarez,
an
be the guest of Air India on their
If one wishes to use test
id economic life of Mississippi under their names which will be intermediate COP student, John
inaugural 747 flight to India, scores taken previously he must
listed
alphabetically
on
the
paper
an effort to understand the
Williams, COP junior and
ballots. This is to insure that no
6.
request the College Entrance
istorical causes of its national
Charles Richardson, cur November
Air India will offer McCrone Examination Board to send these
member of the student body
nage and to state its reputation
sophmore are the canditates.
an opportunity to sightsee but scores to the State Scholarship
[ always being 50th among the votes more than once.
Charles
Richardson
more important, he will travel
At five o'clock the poles will
represents the Third World. He on to Bangalore to view the and Loan Commission. This must
lates
be closed by the six polebe done before November 6 on
The group will meet and
would like to see "more minority
Bangalore campus and to talk to special forms which can be
supervisors and from six pm to
iterview Mississippians from
representation" in the Senate.
seven
pm
the
Election
students, faculty, and Dr. secured at the Financial Aids
II walks of life and will travel
He believes that he would help
Margaret
Cormack, Acting
Committee will count the votes.
Office.
the Senate to take a different
onsiderably throughout the
Provost of the India campus oi
This committee is made up of
see page 4
view on the feelings and needs of
tate to places of historical and
Linda Dixon, Mando Flores,
Callison.
urrent social concern, including
minority students.
Kevin Howell, Nichols and Tony
i visit to New Orleans, La.

Winter Term Study in
Mississippi Offered

Senatorial Elections

announces
new changes
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-Conflict of Interest.
R! The Future University
by Ken Nichols

by Nancy Gray
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"What form will curriculum
take in future education? What
role will the university of the
future and university education
in the future play in American
society?"
These are just a few of the
questions
presented
by
Chairman of the Comparative
Literature Department at San
Francisco State, Dr. Joseph
Axelrod, who spoke at the
Raymond Common Room,
Wednesday, October 20.
Dr. Axelrod started with a bit
of background about educational
beliefs.
He
defined
the
gamemanship relationship in
which the professor thinks the
student is only interested in
grades and not learning, and the
student believes that the
professor is only interested in
squeezing the most work from
each individual. The student
looks on school work as
punishment.
Many institutions and
individuals still hold the idea that
if one enjoys an educational
experience, no credit should be
received for it. This dates back to
the belief in the polarity of work
and play derived from the
Protestant ethic. But on the other
side, many individuals feel that
unless there is enjoyment, no
real learning can occur.
Both of these attitudes and
many more have been brought
into the open in the past decade,
especially since 1964 when the
Free Speech Movement in
Berkeley got its start.
Experimental schools or
"shadow universities" have

come into being, emphasizing no
grades, no degree and hopefully
real learning. One question about
experimental schools that Dr.
Axelrod asked is, "Can they be a
stable unit behind society?
Schools affect the future of
American civilization and if they
collapse,
so
could
the
civilization."
There are many noneducational functions that the
college and the university fulfill
now that might be lost in the
experimental situation.
Today the only way to gain
power or become a leader is to
work through the educational
system and become well-trained.
Our society rewards the achiever
or the problem-solver, the person
who works best when a problem
is already formulated and all he
has to do is solve it by
quantitative
means.
The
opposite of the problem-solver is
the creative person. This type
enjoys formulating his own
problems, he loves a challenge
and usually uses qualitative
means to solve problems.
Hopefully, in the coming
years new methods of teaching
will be tried. Programs involving
teaching through television are
being worked on by the Public
Broadcasting System. With the
help of the computer and the
printing press, perhaps better
learning can take place. But
first, Dr. Axelrod emphasizes,
students must learn how to learn
and all that implies. One needs
inquisitiveness and a knowledge
of the mechanics of learning, to
truly learn.

Editors Note: This article is the
first in a series devoted to
examining ASUOP summer
expenditures.
This summer four of your
elected ASUOP officers, Dave
Bennett, Paul Nasman, Carter
Brown, and Lois Killewich
stayed on campus to finish
student government work that
had not been completed by the
end of spring term. For their
labors, they decided to allot
themselves $400 a month each.
Herein lies the problem. All
allocations of student funds are
supposed to be approved by the
senate, but in this case the senate
was never asked for approval
until school resumed
in
September. So, a total of $4800 of
your money was spent this
summer
without
your
representatives approving it.
Many
senators
were
incensed when they learned of
this arbitrary action on the part
of these officers and several
senators voted against approval
of the salaries.
Let us note here that the
summer expenditures were
approved by a narrow margin.
The senate itself was divided,

Valley News
Rezoning Along Hammer Lane?
A proposal to rezone almost
100 acres of land along Hammer
Lane for industrial use will be
reconsidered
the
week of
November 18. Stockton and
Tracy Planning Commissions
and private groups have
challenged the considered
actions.
UNICEF
Aid by youth groups is being
sought for the United Nations
International
Children's
Emergency Fund. Instead of
trick or treating, children go door
to door collecting money for
UNICEF. Contact Mrs. Dorothy
Callistro
at
the
First
Presbyterian Church.
War to Peace?
The
biological
warfare
research center at Fort Derick is

Office - North Hall

to become a cancer crusade
center. Earlier this year the
government granted $100 million
at Nixon's request, to the search
for cancer cures. This seems a
hopeful sign for a trend towards
peace.
Shoreline Erosion
A federal survey states that
lives and millions of dollars in
property will be lost, unless
something is done about the
thousands of miles of eroding
shoreline along the US coast.
"From Long Island Sound to the
Outer Banks of North Carolina to
the beaches and marshlands of
Louisiana and Florida, large
areas of land are disappearing."
Over half of the land is privately
owned and is not likely to be filled
with new sand as are the
publically owned lands.
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and Dave Bennett, as president,
broke the tie in favor of approval.
Both sides, those for and
against the approval, have good
reasons for believing as they do.
In this next few weeks, this
author will try to examine both
sides as completely as possible.
First, the author spoke to
Carter
Brown,
Financial
Director
of
ASUOP.
He
explained the reasons it was
necessary for the officers to stay
through the summer.
In May, before the senate
adjourned for the summer,
several problems were still
unsolved. First, ASUOP was
running a $15,000 deficit, incured
by the previous government, and
secondly, they had additonal
demands for funding by the four
new college governments which
had been created by the new
constitution. This amounted to
another $20,000. In an effort to
meet this monetary squeeze, the
Senate approved an increase in
student fees from $50 to $75 on
May 23.
After May 23, the senate
disbanded for the summer
leaving several matters of
unfinished business. First, the
senate had only approved the fee

Engineers Accredited
by Marianne Moyn
It was officially announced
on October 4 that UOP's School of
Engineering had received a full
six-year accreditation for both
the Civil and Electrical
Engineering curriculum from
the Engineer's Council for
Professional Development.
This marks the initial
accreditation for the School of
Engineering
and as Dean
Heyborne said, "It is important
to the University as a whole."
During the past two years
within the School of Engineering,
the curriculum has been
strengthened, the quality of the
faculty improved, and the
students have been provided with
the paid professional practice
periods in the Co-op program. All
of these changes have aided the
School of Engineering in
obtaining the accreditation.
The actual process of
accreditation took place last
year, when an outside team of
three engineers examined in
minute detail all facets of the
program:
the faculty, the
students, the physical plant, the
quality of the work, and in fact,
the
performance
of
the
graduates, so reported Dean
Heyborne. In addition to that, the
finances, faculty salaries,
retirement
and
tenure
conditions,
enrollment
and

to graduate schools.
degree data, and admission and
With a degrei from anl
graduation requirements were
accredited
sch >ol it appears
studied.
easier to get intc graduate school
Many facets of the School of
Engineering were praised in the without having to prove the
accreditation Statement. The standing of both the student and
his school.
accreditators
reportedly
Graduates
from
an!
commended the faculty for their
accredited
set
ool
are
also
"high morale and seemingly
good inter-personal working exempt from a required three, !
relationship", plus the balance in year internship before being able
training,
i.age and experience to register as a ? professional
Any
graduates
among
the
faculty. The engineer.
accreditators
were
also working for the federal and many
impressed with the student work city or county governments who
and the fact that a "mix in the do not graduate from an
backgrounds of students showed accredited school are required to
that the college apparently has pass a comprehensive written
the favorable potential to draw exam before being hired. With a
from a wide area geographically degree from an accredited
school, the graduate is able to get
and culturally."
The
effect
of
the the job immediately.
Six years from now, the
accreditation will be mainly felt
by the graduates of the School of School of Engineering will once
Engineering. Dean Heyborne again be put to the test of
reported that actually UOP qualifying for accreditation, but
graduates
have
had
little during that time the students,
problem getting into the school of faculty and community will be
their choice before accreditation able to prosper from the
but now with the accreditation acknowledged excellence of the
even more doors will be opened; School of Engineering.
>Qi
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increase, they hadn t drawn up
the
technical
documents,:
required by the administration,
showing what percentage each
school would receive from the fee
increase. Without this document
the fee increase would have been
nothing more than a nice idea.
Secondly, there had been no
real planning for the proposed
student center. Preliminary
working models had to be
established before the summer
was
over
to
meet
the
requirements of the government 1
grant. And third, the speakers'
program of National Priorities j
had not been established before
school was dismissed.
So, with the coming ofjj
summer, many important issues
were still hangin in.the air and
Carter believes
the executive
department ha
to make a
decision either
stay or see
ASUOP go dow the drain."
Naturally, to \ induce people to
stay, salaries had to.be paid.
The senators who opposed
these summer
expenditures
weren't necessa ly. opposed to
the reason for the xpenses, they
were mainly opposed to the way
the money was allocated.
see page 12
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BangaloreFights for Survival
/i_n*
hv Daphne
hanhna IToltkni.r.
by
Felthousen
Callison desperately needs
more students for its India source will be paying the flight
program next year in order for it fare.
to continue in its present form.
In Delhi, Dr. Cormack will
Indian government officials have meet with Indians to renew the
said that 60 and by next year contract which stipulates the
perhaps 65 students will be terms of the Callison program
required to come to India for a there. Some areas of vital
Callison Bangalore program to concern which will be discussed
exist. Less than 60 students are include the feasibility of a
there this year.
program elsewhere in India,
So Raymond, Elbert Covell, possibly in Madras in the
COP and even other students and southeast, or Jaipur in the north
non-students may be considered central region, rather than at the
eligible to go. In fact, they will unstable and now chaotic
not have to go through the "India Bangalore campus.
orientation" meetings currently
"Th India program can be
underway at Callison, or the improved and liberalized as long
freshman's two required classes as the specific conditions are
for India, The Question of Society spelled out in the Callison-Indian
and Heritage of Man, courses government contract," says
which many freshman consider Margaret Cormack.
"irrelevant, meaningless, and at
Indian government officials
times boring."
have warned the US and other
By the end of November foreigners who have come to
many things will be more certain "evaluate or research" Indian
concerning the India program. phenomena,
and students
Callison's acting provost of undertaking
"independent
Bangalore
campus,
Dr. studies" there, that the following
Margaret Cormack, at Callison activities must stop, particularly
this semester, will leave next in sensitive areas: those dealing
week to negotiate the contract with political situations in border
renewal with Indian government regions, the Tibetans, various
officials.
religious topics, and family
Dr. Cormack had planned to planning.
leave early in November, but has
For Callison this may mean
suddenly received a telegram no more independent studies
from program director in there,
although Margaret
Bangalore, Chester Williams, Cormack hopes to gain approval
informing her that she must of "supervised" studies outside
leave here by October 28. An Air the university campus. Indian
India inaugural flight had officials have said no travel by
offered to pay her flight from students will be allowed other
Stockton to Bombay and back, than on university holidays and
but this was if the flight was in vacations, since the Callison
November.
An
undisclosed students will be affiliated with an

Mexico City Goes Bi-linguol

It all started ten years ago in
the spring of 1961. Since that
time, the School of Education has
been sending student teachers to
Mexico City to work with bi
lingual
students
in
the
elementary
and
secondary
levels.
The School of Education is
now preparing to send three
student teachers to Mexico City
through the American School
Foundation Program. They will
be teaching for the spring
semester of 1972. At present
there are four applicants and the
program allows for six or eight
teachers. If anyone is interested
and has elementary orsecondary
education with the basic
curriculum courses they may
contact Dr. Heath Lowry at the
School of Education.
The pupils at the American
School get half of their day in
Spanish and the other half in
English. Our teachers will be
doing their work during the
English half. This helps the
students
to become more

proficient
in
their second
language. Half of the students in
the school are North American
and the other haf are Mexicans.
Marc Jantzen, dean of
education, states that this
program gives students an
excellent background and an
opportunity to obtain teaching
positions easier. Through the
American School Foundation,
the student teachers receive a
semester
of
intercultural
relations in an international
setting. This type of background
is in strong demand because
school districts like variations
and
different
preparations
among teachers that need
placement.
Mrs. Rosalind Beimler, the
supervisor in Mexico City, stays
in Mexico the entire semester.
Dr. Lowry is in charge of the
program here, but he goes South
mid-way through the semester
and stays ten days in Mexico
City. During his stay he works
with the student teachers.
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mando f lores

"Indian" university.
Students in the past have
lived in a hotel, but this year are
ASUOP Budget
living in 6 large houses.
Courses which the students
To the students who have felt the necessity of making threats of
usually take directly from the destruction and antagonism, should their individual areas of interest
university
include
Indian not receive an "ample" amount of funds, I can only turn my back in
languages, Hindi, Tamil, or disappointment.
Kanada; religion, philosophy,
While realizing the desperation facing individuals who are
art history; and the "really attempting to put on programs this year but cannot do so without
exciting" courses such as sitar, funds, it is still impossible for me to understand why they must resort
tabla, pottery, bronze casting, to such rash and ineffective statements.
batik, transcendental meditation
In view of the upcoming ASUOP budget meetings I can only hope
or classical Indian dance.
that people will refrain from "losing their cool" and instead present
As the program is now, the their views as clearly and objectively as possible.
month of January is open for
XMAS show
travel; many students go north to
Nepal. The program actually
Keeping in line with the number-one priority of the student bodyends in April, when most community involvement
the first annual ASUOP Children's
students leave to travel in Christmas Show has been tentatively scheduled for December 13th at
Europe and other Asian the Civic Auditorium.
countries.
The show will be presented for about 3400 children from Stockton
Callison's program begins elementary schools and will be organized and presented in itsentirety
when the students fly from by UOP students.
California to Tokyo and through
The tentative plan is to have the children bussed from their
Japan or even Taiwan, where individual schools to the auditorium where the event will take place,
some students plan to remain for and then returned again by school buses to their schools. Much of the
their entire overseas year. They red tape to get the children out of school for an afternoon and to be
land in Madras then travel to bussed is now being taken care of.
Bangalore. Other freshmen are
The program, although not yet formulated, will consist of such
considering a year in Africa, in things as 'skits' centered around the Christmas theme. All living
either Kenya or Ghana.
groups, including fraternities, sororities and off-campus students,
So there simply aren't will be invited to participate.
enough Callison students now for
The involvement of the entire campus will be necessary for an
an already somewhat dubious event such as this to be successful, and anyone wishing to contribute
program next year.
in the area of ideas, costumes, programing, stage hands, ushers, or
Preceptor Jerry Hewitt anything else, is urged to contact me at the ASUOP office. If I'm not
remarked "three and at the most there, leave a message and I'll contact you as soon as I can. Fire up:
five more years are all that this event can be rewarding as well as a lot of fun!
Callison could operate under the
ELECTION ON MONDAY
present or even similar
programs" due to the expenses,
An election to fill the one vacant ASUOP Senate seat will be held
and the changing situation at next Monday. Since the person elected to this seat will be involved in
Bangalore University.
some important upcoming financial decisions along with
Word was received here that representing students for the entire year, I urge all students to make
the university's registrar has an effort to vote and exercise your right as a member of ASUOP.
been ousted, and the vicechancellor, in India a political
and
therefore
frequently
changing appointment, has left
switch to be pulled, but the entire .
Who's the wise guy (or gal,
his
position.
Bangalore as the case may be) who pulled
facility was torn apart.
University is on strike now, so the plug out from under Grace
Officer Owen states that with
Callison's program is likely to be Covell the night of the twentieth? a staff of seven policemen, he "is
elsewhere.
Even though it's a bit early for busy all the time." Life at UOP
At the recent Callison trick-or-treat
happenings, "is not boring" for him. It may
student-faculty meeting where October 20, Grace Covell was in surprise some that the Security
the India program was discussed the dark for about twenty Police are members of the
at some length, comment was minutes.
Stockton police but they are
made "if India will be financing
Officer Owen, from the confined to the UOP campus.
an India-Pakistani war they Security Police reported that the
should welcome our moneyed "malicious pulling out of plugs"
MIDAL KEGtSTYY
support by Callison's program occured in the basement of Grace
GIFTS
there."
Covell. He could expect one
PAtTY SUPPLIES

grace covell left in the dark

Grivn a Damn

yfQuamt ard Charming
Purr Nostalgia

The community relations
committee of the community
involvement
program
is
providing a Halloween party on
campus for underprivileged
children on October 31st. These
children will be trick or treating
on Sunday between 1 pm and 4
pm. Give a little of your time and
effort for these children. Be
ready.
Associated Students
University of the Pacific

"CANNONBALL" ADDERLY QUINTET
JAZZ CONCERT
Tickets $1.00

PageThree

Information and Reservations call t209| 466-4833

Available at Miracle Music and Weberstown Box Office

ADVANCE TICKETS FREE TO ASUOP CARD HOLDERS,
at the ASUOP office, afternoons.
Sunday, November 14, 1971, 8:00 PM UOP Conservatory

"CANNONBALL" ADDERLY QUINTET
JAZZ, AN EXPERIENCE IN BLACK MUSIC
an informal session, free to the community

AIT SUPPUB

3210 Pacific Avanwa
Pkana 466-7031
Fraa Dal I vary and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

SEE THE
NEW
WALL OF SOUND
AT

AAIRA£-fcE
OQOOQ
2363 Pocific Ave.

466 4388

Corner of Cattle

Sunday, November 14, 1971, 2:30 PM. UOP Conservatory
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Should ASUOP
Fund the Yeurbook?
If you have heard muffled rumblings over whether or not there is Dear Mary:
going to be a yearbook, don't feel alone. Student publications have
Being a staff member of the
talked of little else since the beginning of this year. Throughout these
last two months of budget problems the Naranjado has been the focal Naranjado this year, I am
getting pretty tired of people
point of debate.
Some ASUOP Senators have advocated the complete elimination bitching about last year's
of the yearbook for various reasons. They claim that it is an outmoded yearbook, and doing nothing
idea, a luxury that we cannot afford, and it should not be funded about it.
because it does not serve or represent the entire university. Much of
The
three
common
this, too, is a reaction against the controversial yearbook that was
complaints are that: 1) there
published last year.
I don't think that these Senators realize what they may be weren't enough candid shots
eliminating and the kind of precedent that they are establishing by around campus 2) the four
refusing to fund the yearbook while supporting some rather magazine format didn't look
good 3) it wasn't hard bound.
debatable programs.
The potential of formal campus publications is very great. Like
There are two reasons the
newspapers, sororities, and students themselves, yearbooks have
didn't
meet
changed radically in the last ten years. On most campuses they have yearbook
last
year:
evolved into an exciting publication that is not only indicative of expectations
today's student, but relevant to the problems of the society in which insufficient funds and poor
this student exists. A yearbook capsulizes the events and the people student input.
involved in the university for one year and places them in a national
Last year the PSA funded the
continuity.
Its existence can be defended in much the same way that any staff with enough money to spend
volume of photographs can; it is an esthetically attractive book that about $5.45 per book. This year,
communicates with the reader. A yearbook is something concrete after pleas from staff members
that a student government can put into the hands of the student body for more funds to create a good
and say, "This is something that your fees bought for you." A yearbook, ASUOP has written
yearbook has a unique ability; it can be repeatedly experienced and
appreciated.
A yearbook also affords students the opportunity of becoming
involved in publications which is practical training for post
graduation work. Currently there are about forty students involved in
the yearbook and the work has not even really begun.
When asked about her conception of the "modern" yearbook,
There will be a student strike
Naranjado Editor, Marianne Lagerquist, said, "It should be astatement about the university and of the personalities that on the University of the Pacific
contribute to it. A yearbook is a portrait of a generation and depicts campus, November 3. This is
the relationship that your group has to youth as a whole. It should be a part of a nation-wide strike to
. eeord book more than a source of facts for alumni. It is a statement again protest the continued war
by the people who compile it. A total stranger who looks at the book in South East Asia.
For the past six years the
should get a feeling for the people involved."
There is a good chance that the Senate will want to eliminate the effort has been greatly expanded
Naranjado and if this is the desire of the general student body then to include everybody in every
there should be no hesitation. If this happens, then I sincerely hope walk of life who oppose the war.
On October 13 nation-wide
that at the end of the year there are no regrets and that those
programs that are supported by the ASUOP will be as creative and activities took place to build up
support for the November 3 and
lasting as the book could have been.
November 6 actions.
The purpose of the Nov. 3
strike is to allow the students to
go into the community and build
Foreign study will be the in international education at the
up support and to get people to
topic of discussion at an Institute college level. IES has an annual
come to the marches and rallies
for European Studies (IES) enrollment of over 600 students
in San Francisco on the 6th.
meeting in the Gold Room on and has six centers: Paris,
Buses from the Anderson
November 3 at 4 pm.
Nantes, Madrid, Durham, "Y" at UOP will leave at 7am on
Mr. Clarence Giese, Dean of Freiburg, and Vienna.
the 6th (Saturday).
Students for the IES Center in
The institue offers two types
The cost will be between two
Vienna, will be talking about IES of courses: university courses in
and three dollars.
opportunities to all interested which students have an adequate
On April 24 last year a
students. UOP students who have background and its own courses
million people marched on San
previously
attended
IES taught by European professors.
campuses will also be at the In Durham and Vienna classes in Francisco and Washington to
demand an immediate end to our
meeting to talk about their English are offered.
involvement in South East Asia.
experiences.
Applications for IES can be
The Institue of European picked up in the Presidential Since then many many more
Study is a collection of various Assistant's Office in the Americans, Vietnamese, and
other peoples have died and been
universities offering programs to Administration
Building. injured.
American students. The institue Questions regarding the meeting
The time to end the war is
was founded in 1950 and since on November 3 can also be
now. People from all parts of
then has been one of the leaders directed there.
society, all professions, are
against the war. Labor, Activeduty GI's, Vietnam vets,
Chicanos, Latinos, Gays, clergy,
from page 1
scholarship awarded is based Native
Americans,
Asian
In addition to the details upon the amount of financial
professionals,
pertaining to the Scholastic need as determined by an Americans,
Blacks, and women declared that
Aptitude test the student must analysis of
the Parent's they have had enough!
also complete an application to statement. Award winners are
STUDENTS you, by your
the State Scholarship and Loan
then announced in April.
numbers united in opposition
Commission. The deadline for
All forms and applications
mailing this application form is are available at the Financial to ,the war, can draw into the
antiwar movement those social
midnight November 19.
Aids
Office,
RM.
204, forces who can end the war. The
Semifinalists are chosen on
Administration Building. If you
task is no longer just to bring the
January 13. Each semifinalist is
have any questions, you are
facts to light, but to mobilize
then asked to submit a Parent's
invited to discuss this with Don
PEOPLE, only that way will the
Confidential Financial State
Smiley, Director of Financial
war be ended; to stir enough
ment and the amount of
Aids.
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into the proposed budget a 15 cent
per book raise in funds to about
$5.60.
Most
high
school
yearbooks work with a better
budget than the Naranjado and it
is my opinion that UOP should be
able to meet the standards of
most high schools, if not surpass
them.
ASUOP should not be blamed
for all of the problems of the
yearbook, for many of the
problems stem from lack of
student input. Last year a .vote
was taken to find out the type of
format desired, the majority of
those who voted, and there were
few who took the time to vote,
wanted a magazine format. Now
that the book is out, it seems that
no one wanted that format. When
people complain about how small
it was, or that it wasn't hard
bound and I tell them how little
was spent, they are appalled.
They tell me that if they had
known about the lack of funds,

SMC Student Strike

i

see the world thru ies

scholarship changes

dissent to MAKE the government
listen.
If you would like to join in the
planning forces and/or donate
funds to this cause, go to the next
meeting, Monday, Nov. 1 at 7:30
pm at Anderson Y.

that they would have talked with
their senator, so why blame the
senators when they hardly ever
hear from their constituency?
Next Tuesday will be a
budget meeting to vote on the
proposed budget. Each student
pays $75.00 per year to the
ASUOP to provide a newspaper,
yearbook, speakers program,
and numerous student services.
The meeting next Tuesday is not
to just vote on a budget, it is to
vote
on
the quality
of
publications
and
student
services that are provided to
each and every student by
ASUOP. If students are so
lackadaisical that they don't
care what ASUOP does with $75
of their money, then they
shouldn't see their senator, but if
they do care, may I acP ise that
they talk with their senator or
forever hold their peace. 1
Cliff Webber
For a Lady

Several lifetimes,
standing alone
in the rain.
A soul's rich hold
of feeling
lost, thought to be
gone,
has now flooded
homeward.
Brian Lentz

BSU Demands

We Must Unite!"
An educational system that will give to all people a knowledge of
self rates very high in listing priorities for revolutionary
progressiveness. Without knowledge of self and position in society
and in the world, very little chance exists to relate to anything else.
Our organization must pick up its rightful share of the job of
taking to Black People the realities of our destiny. We must also strive
to relate all there is about Black People - their dignity, their culture,
and the history of the Black man in America and Africa. This should
be an organization of two main ideals; an organization of Black
dignity and a political organization within the school dealing with the
education of Black People.
Ideological education is the link to be grasped in unifying the
whole organization for great political struggles. Unless this is done,
the organization can't accomplish any of its political tasks. Blacks
should make progress both ideologically as well as politically, which
means we must study current events and politics. "Not having a
political point of view is like having no soul."
This organization must extend all over this community, as well as
the country, to show with knowledge and political foresight that Black
People can rid America of her racist attitudes.
We must unite, we cannot afford to be beings of individualistic
heroism, ostentation (showing off), sloth (laziness), passivity (nonresistance) , and arrogant sectarianism (narrow minded). We must
e brothers and sisters who will acquire knowledge. Such are the
qualifications and styles of work demanded of this organization.
We must have culture.' 'An organization without culture is a dullwitted organization, and a dull-witted organization cannot defeat its
ies:
0 overcome this, we must study because conditions are
hT
Seng"g; <*nd t0 adaPl our thinking to new conditions, we must
learn and study so we will know what is needed.
arP J!t0 Cal1 ourselves Sisters and Brothers who
nmtPPt th
i3 Community trough our acts, we must begin to
?ran!f
conditions that Black people are affected by every day,
I w a r e n S 1 , " , m e S S a g e s 0 1 a w a r e " e s s - T t * s e messages o(
S 'mu
e Black People to move progressivily
forward a<? nn
lorward as one people...as a revolutionary people.

All power to the People
Bobby.,Alexander
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Halloween
Vanishes
Wlrf

*c

This Halloween night, the
45th anniversary of The Great
Houdini's death. Mark Young
will bring back to life the era of
great enchanters in an hour of
magical
fantasy
upon
the
Conservatory stage.
Accompanied
by
David
Burton on the piano, the
performance will be done in the
grand style of the late masters.
Mark Young, complete with
cape, tails, and top hat will
materialize live rabbits, doves,
ducks and beautiful girls all out
of thin air.
One of the highlights of the
evening wiil be "The Beautiful
Floating Lady."
Mark has been doing magic
for a total of thirteen lucky years.
His most famous teacher was the
late Harry Blackstone, last of the
great magicians, who taught
Mark "The Sliding Die Box
Effect"which will be included in
Sunday's performance.
This
ASUOP
sponsored
event will take place Sunday at 8
pm on the Conservatory stage
and admission is free with a
student body card.
Mark Young will bring back to
life the era of great enchanters on
Sunday.
JAZZ PIANIST GIVING LESSONS
I teach Theory, Harmony &
Technique.
Also styles: Jazz, Blues & Rock.
Contact Tim McLane at
466-4388 or 948-2125.
IMPORTED AND
DOMESTIC WINES

SNACK FOODS
PARTY ICE

KEG BEER
HERE COME Da' BOOZE-

»ei|
taijl
:ieli

HERBST DISCO LIQUOR
Corner of Thornton and Hammer
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

GARY HERBST

A77-750O
FREE DELIVERY

A Bedtime
Story
Randy Schulman

Mark Young will bring back to life the era of great enchanters on
Sunday.

french dept
voices innovations
by Dayna Petersen
Innovations in next year's
French department curriculum
are awaiting official university
approval.
"The new courses will allow
us to re-think all of the material
we are using. The classes will be
new and different for the staff ^s
well as for the students,"
commented French professor,
Robert Kreiter.
A major change consists of a
class
taught
in
English.
Comparative
Studies
in
European
Thought
and
Literature has been proposed as
a possible class during the 1972
fall semester.
A comparative study of
Western European literature,
with special emphasis on French
literature, will be the content of a
new course. The class is designed
for French majors as well as the
general student.
Another prospective fall
class will be an in-depth course in
French
literature.
Entitled
Nouvelle: Literature Francais
V, it will be taught in French.
Literary form in the period from
the 16th century to the present

FOR EYEWEAR
IN ALL SHAPES
ANDSHADES

•| For Sale: 1971 Honda 350 excellent
*| shape 2500 mi. Best offer. Call 465•
|9394.
•I For Sale: 1971 Honda 350 excellent
shape 2500 mi. Best offer. Call 465•5 9394.
*| Wanted: Used stero set up. Am
|
• interested in most anything. Leave
£| message for John M. at 464-8742 or
•| Pacifican office.

u

JI The Golden Gobbler wishes AKL a
Halloween.

• J Happy

if

For Sale: 14" Ski boat 120 hp V8
excellent condition, $700 or will trade
for 60 mp outboard motor or dirt bike.
Larry Lapkin 462-9502.

• •Typing, Fast, Accurate, Terry
« I Flaherty, Manchester House Apt.18
• I 478-1142.

•!

478-5870
228 LINCOLN CENTER

will be studied.
The
curriculum
change
allows for two separate series of
courses. Series A presents a
survey of the French civilization
and culture. The classes in Series
B are in-depth studies and will be
scheduled to parallel courses of
Series A.
It will be recommended that
French majors take courses in
pairs when possible.
Professor Kreiter revealed
that the course changes will
permit linking within the French
departmdnt. Non-French majors
will also be able to enrich their
schedules through the innovative
course plans.

How many people have really hassled with the army? 1 mean
really hassled with them? My guess would be. not many. However, if
you have been lucky enough to don 't bother reading any further. This
story is not for you.
Now for all you people who want something to read to your
children when they ask, "What's an induction physical?"...here it is.
This story starts very early in the morning (for being an army
man is a full time job) or in layman's terms, 6am.
Yes, friends, 6am was the magic hour to be at the ole Greyhound
bus depot. Here is where you get your first taste of Army lifefor their
bus doesn t depart until 7:30am, a wait of about one and a half hours.
Once you le on the bus, and have settled down into your not-sosoft seat, you think to yourself that just one and a half hours remains
until the fun begins at AFEES. However, as you are about to find out
the bus doesn 't travel the same route as a car. Three and a half hours
later we arrived at AFEES.
(Armed Forces Entrance and
Examination Stations).
There are two basic types of inductees in this awesome place 1.)
those who want to be there (people that are enlisting) and 2.) those
who don't want to be there (those are usuallly drafted).
Since I don't know and didn't see too many of the Type 1 person, I
will refrain from commenting, however, I have had much experience
with the Type 2 individual.
This type usually goes into extremes when being forced to do
anything at the AFEES. I can remember one guy who would blow a
whistle when ordered to do something. He said he was getting
prepared for army life by self-regimentation.
Then there was Joe. Joe had this problem - he couldn't bend his
back in order to sit down ... so he said. However, he did a good job of it
on the bus going there. The list is indeed endless.
By the way, the reason all these people are there is to be classified
medically, mentally and morally fit for our Armed Forces. I will try
to describe some of the testing and examination procedures.
To be determined acceptable for the military, one must pass a
sort of intelligence test, however, the criterion for passing this test
seemed rather ridiculous. The test was 100 multiple choice questions;
one passing score was 30% The questions were no harder than this:
John had 60 apples for sale. Mary has twice as many as John. How
many do they have together?
As I said before, if you can manage to pass 30 questions similar to
the one mentioned, you are deemed fit for active military duty.
Having passed the mental part, you're ready to proceed with the
morals test. To be morally fit is yet another question. For one must
once again meet the high standards of AFEES. To do this they" give
you a list with about 250 "subversive" organizations.
This list, which has been compiled by our illustrious Attorney
General, will tell someone how subversive you are. Among these
subversive organizations are: Palo Alto Mothers for Peace and
American Students for Peace. If you have belonged, or have ever
attended a social function of any of these groups, "ou have to answer

A new Freshman Talent
Show will be presented tonight in
the Conservatory, sponsored by yes
Elbert Covell. The show starts at
This answer enables you to be handed a red piecc-af p^'pei -your
8pm and all are invited to attend. character is in question.
Afterwards, there will be a
Maybe you are not good enough. Don't get your hopes up - they
get-together at the Centro. Jokes, happen to believe that anyone is good enough. However, you'll remain
records, and songs for groups a security risk and will not be allowed to carry a gun. Instead you'll
will be included. Everyone who probably serve potatoes and wash toilettes, if you go in at all.
wants to experience the Covell
The next examinations you go through arc physical. It is here that
culture is wejcmj^ejo^teijd
they are supposed to detect inferior human beings, or those poor
{ people not quite good enough to serve. This doesn't start until after
|you go for a 15 minute lunch break 7 blocks away at Foster's.
If you have never been to a Foster's that's a story in itself - but this
' week's column is devoted to AFEES so I won't get into it. Anyway,
I after enjoying a civilian life at Foster's, once again I was ready for
TYPING:
Dissertations, theses,! Part In> or the Medical Examination.
term papers, etc: call Genevieve I
Somehow while they were checking my feet, my teeth were found
Macias at 478-0354 between 6pm andl acceptable. This was not quite true, for I have several braces on my
10pm.
J teeth. How they missed them and found my teeth O.K. I'll never know.
I They did apologize saying. "You know how busy it is."
THE COMMUNITY
Relations|
Next they listened to my lungs. Once again my body was judged
Council needs people to work. A| acceptable and once again they made a slight oversight - for the next
program and schedule is now being|
j founcj out at tj,e Cowell Health Center that I had h?.d pneumonia

.

,5 mm /
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MACE Y TRESSa
Optical Company
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J ! For Sale: 70 watt Realistic Amplifier
• a Perfect condition. $65.00 Call 478J • 3934.
£ I The Golden Gobbler wishes AKL a
• ~ Happy Halloween.

0I , <
^
Tmmnir"11' ' 6 1° tar • ^or that
week.
That's
two for
AFEES. I hate
to think how many,j
peopie
i
in the community on a voluntary!
.
,
. ,,
.
..
.. .
basis or help coordinate, contact Tom! were found acceptable and are now in uniform that really shouldn t be
Montgomery or Tony
Vaughn® at all.
Well, that's about ft. I arrived here in beautiful downtown
through the ASUOP.
.1 Stockton at about 8:30 pm. Now is the time to send you kids to bed ...
SKIS: must sell immediately. Sohler. I but mothers and fathers, don't forget the bedpan in case they get sick.

"spyder" metallics (RSL). Nordica
Boots and Poles. Will sell all for$75 or
best offer. Contact Tom 478-5509.
For Sale-Immediately, One Girl's 101
speed Schwinn Super Sport Bicycle.!
Brand New. 1971 Retails for $140Must Sell for $100, Need the money.
Contact Ruth, Grace Covell 282, 4663581.
For Sale: Red MGA Roadster Very
Good Condition-$450 or best offer.
Call 477-6921 or 477-6544.

vAcmc
g?News

10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD.
1833 Pacific Ave

462-6616
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"The Boys in the Band, " the
is Keating Johnson, a tuba major
Robert Coburn, a student at
drama
department's
current
at
the Conservatory. He will be
the
Conservatory,
plays
the
by Larry Lapkin
offering, turned out to be the best trombone and will be half of the assisted by Candy Regan at the
Kl'OP FM is presenting a of the sports in season will be drawing play since the opening of
bill for the evening of November piano.
new show. "Tiger Tales In given. Schedules of upcoming
the new theatre two years ago 4th. He will be assisted by Kathy
Highlights of the evening will
Sports" every Thursday at 9:30 events will be told including
with "Threepenny Opera."
be: Arnold's "Fantasy for
Weaverling at the piano, Robert
pm Students Bob Love, Rod dates, times, and places. The
Additional performances of Woodward with the viola and
Tuba"
by
Johnson,
and
Beilby, and John Ratto produce producers hope this will
"Boys" will be held this weekend Diane Winder playing the
Persichetti's
"Serenade
No.
6."
the show that deals mainly with encourage
community
and tonight and tomorrow night. The violoncello.
UOP sports.
student interest in all athletic profits of these two nights will go
The purpose of the show is to happenings here at UOP.
to the Fallon House Scholarship
enlighten the public and students Interviews with athletes and
Fund.
of I OP to the athletic events here sports figures on campus will be
by Janet Budro
"Boys in the Band" and
at Pacific.
heard each week. Also amusing "Killing of Sister George" will
"Bicycle
thefts
are
just the high theft hours (6 to 11 pm).
I nheralded sports such as notes from the national scene will
travel
to
Sacramento
State
outrageous,"
said
UOP
Security
Smith said, "What we want
cross country, golf, tennis, track, be given such as interesting new
to do, through the cooperation of
soccer,
water polo, and records from the Guiness World College and play November 15th Officer, Les Smith.
and 16th, respectively.
Smith explained that 139 the Deans, Stockton Police, and
swimming will be given as much Book of Records.
The
UOP
Symphony bicycles have been stolen since UOP Security, is to issue
emphasis as the sports of football
Orchestra will present its first the beginning of the school year. Stockton City Licensing on
and basketball.
"Tiger Tales in Sports" will concert of the season Tuesday, From this total, only 15 bicycles
campus. "I feel that the
Past-times such as winter present sports from the
league baseball and the women's competitor's viewpoint. Each November 2 at 8:15 pm in the and l motorcycle have been concentrated effort of licensing
Conservatory auditorium.
recovered.
varsity teams of swimming and
and obtaining serial numbers of
week the show will interview
The
orchestra,
under
the
He said that many extra
tennis will be reported on. The athletes from the various sports
student bicycles on file will help.
hard facts of game scores will be and report on their training and direction of Dr. Warren van hours are being spent in handling
We will be able to recover more
bicycles and it will be more
left on the sidelines and the attitudes as well as their Bronkhorst, has grown to a the situation. Lieutenant Howell
human aspect of sports will be achievments. Programs in the strength of over sixty members. is assigned specifically for difficult for bike thieves (dirty
Students
throughout
the bicycle duty. Plus, during the
featured.
rascals) to sell stolen bikes. This
past have centered on football University are represented, and
last six weeks, extra men have is the last step...before t hey drive
Each week a slight run-down and cross country.
must audition for a chair.
been assigned on this duty during me crazy."

thieves out of hand

Boys Held Over!

nes pres elected

Chris Chilton, a junior, was
elected president of the School of
Engineering's AES. Chris will
represent
the School
of
Engineering in the ASUOP
NEEDABA
Senate.
Having a formal, or a Fri. nite dance, or a
Last week a group of
r
P0SSibly
an
afternoon
tea?
Shi imH° f
We can provide the
ight kind of music, a a lower cost to you, whatever event electrical engineering students
visited the Lawrence Radiation
etc vST'"? Wh.ether ,t'-s-'azz' r°ck and roll, dance band Lab in Livermore. They had a
CU-. you II be pleased with the quality of the bands thd
chance to see the top research
selection and student discounts made available to you and the
being done by the world famous
™from begmmng...to end, with the Anderson Y Berkeley faculty. Dr. Richard
Harris was the faculty advisor on
(INTERESTED???
the visit.
Contact Phil Wolfstein or Dan Bava at 466-1496

WANTED
1,000 Young Women

To Receive
8 Free Pairs
of Earrings
per person

RENTALS

WW Aw*
LOW RATES r
Nrcka,
ADDING . "cr,c*
STUDENT
MACHINES CALCULATORS
TTFEWRITERS
3 MONTHS SIS
ELECTRIC PORTABLES
S 11.00 M0NTHLT

^Siiii Joaquin
5 iusineK nacbises
MjjQPlhCailfornla

HERMES
TmWKITOB
MOWS MACHINES
CAlCUUTOtS

THE COMMUNITY
RELATIONS
COUNCIL
needs people to work. A
program and schedule is now
being worked on. If you would
ike to work in the community
on a voluntary basis or help
coordinate
contact
Tom
Montgomery or Tony Vaughn
through the ASUOP.

Absolutely no Obligation
Present this Ad at:

WiftEKSTOWN MALI—STOCKTON
4950 PACIFIC AVI.
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•AftSaa®1!? ~e,end'ICalaveras Calendar

installment looks like fortune-teller.
another Applehurst, for BBC is
by Ann Sheppard
But the first act developed ata
dreaming up a series headed by
leaden
pace:
Mrs.
O'Neill
and
a human cow.
Miss Hummes seemed slightly
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29
To see Sister George through
bemused and spoke their lines as
this ritual, Frank Marcus has
Bay Area: at Winterland: Traffic, Billy Preston, and Fairport
though not really listening to
provided her with a strange
3t 8Pm" Tlckets are 53 50 advance sale and $4.00 at the
each other. As a result,
door Cn
childlike
roommate/lover,
emotional responses were
Childie (Peggy Hummes), an
tomorrow ni8ht are the final performances of the
wh J°Rgh|!
occasionally awkward.
exotic, Bohemian clairvoyant
Both improved as the play beach in'Si?*™' Tommy"' at Friends and Relations Hall on the
friend, Madame Xenia, played
n?fh i H ^ F ancsco, 660 Great Highway. Tickets are $2.50 student
proceeded, but several qualities
with considerable flair by Laurie
rush, and $3.50 for adults. Curtain time is 8:30pm.
The gods at BBC explain that Gillespie, and one of the minor were unconvincing in crucial
Taj Mahal will perform in Berkeley at the Zellerback Auditorium
her death as ancient myth: the
places: Mrs. O'Neill was too
gods of the BBC, Mrs. Mercy
on the campus at 8:30 pm. Admission is $3.00 amd $3 50
to
display
a
ritual sacrifice of a pillar of the Croft (Khloella Beaty). Mercy feminine
UOP: Anderson Y Films will show "8 and a Half" at the Anderson
convincingly
aggressive
community to placate the godsCroft from the BBC turns out to
Lecture Hall at 6:30 and 9:00pm. Free to ASUOP card holders. ~
masculine
dominance
over
But June knows that her be a part-time Lesbian swinger
Childie. I couldn't imagine her
turbulent private life has proven
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30
who comforts June in her crisis
assaulting an elderly acolyte,
embarrassing to the network by seducing away Childie.
much less those two nuns in a Bay Area: Jeff Beck will perform at Winterland, tonight at 8pm
image of Applehurst, where the
Admission is $3.50, advance and $4.00 at the door
The
tension
between
vices titillate but never prevail. George's two worlds provides cab. It was also difficult to
Carlos Montoya, world reknowned Flaminco guitarist will
believe
at
first
that
she
was
There is much talk at BBC fine comic possibilities: the
appear
in concert at the Masonic Auditorium in San Francisco at 8- 30
about "facing up to the real thought of her impending death really anxious about losing her pm.Tickets are: $3.50, $4.25, $5.00, and $5.25.
coata.du
world", but it is evident that does not gall her nearly so much job. In that first act, the wit of the
Music Union, IFC, and ASUOP will hold a Halloween dance
Applehurst is built around as the indignity of being hit by a lines was dissipated by poor HT
SOn DininS Hal1 featuring "Cherry Wine" at 9-11:30pm,
free
conventional pieties, and that the ten-ton truck. And so on. It is a timing.
Miss Hummes' Childie
unruly passions are firmly held funny play with a serious
A"der®°n Y Music Union sP°rts Pavillion program begins
seemed less a case of arrested
in check by BBC policy.
undertone, and only incidentally development implicit in the part Saturday Morning with the doors opening at 10am until 5pm. Anyone
June knows the pieties by a sympathetic study of a Lesbian
(and a most difficult role to interested in jamming or simply needing a place to stay is most
heart and they often slip out love affair.
portray)
than mere exhuberant welcome. The equipment, facilities, and staff are at your disposal, so
ironically, but in many ways, her
Mark Wardrip's production youth; and I think Miss Beaty's go and take advantage of them. Anderson Films presents "8 and a
life as George has taken over. As realized some of the comic
Halt at 6:30 and 9pm, Anderson Lecture Hall.
the center of Applehurst, her possibilities of the situation and Mercy Croft needed something of
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31
stage life is exhilarating, and she most of the serious ones. There the dignified imperturbability of
Big
Nurse
of
"Cuckoo's
Nest",
is needed and admired. It won't was a nice contrast between oily,
UOP: Mark Young, Magician, will perform his magic show in the
be easy to lose George. Will she urbane Mrs. Mercy and weird, perhaps to make her a more Conservatory at 8pm, no cost.
predatory adversary. But the
recoup, pull herself together, and
Anderson Y Films will show "8 and a Half" at the Anderson
refreshing Madame Xenia: the situation focused in Act III where
begin anew as June? Is she better two characters were on different
Lecture Hall at 6:30 and 9pm free.
off without that fake stage life wave lengths, could not tolerate it counted most. And Mrs. O'Neill
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 2
with
a
moving
she has contrived for herself the one another's presence, and ended
performance.
past six years?
UOP: University Symphony Orchestra will present a concert at thf
expressed a nice sense of the
Miss Hummes' costumes
Stay tuned for the next collision of
two worlds- were stunning. The designer, Jill Conservatory, 8:15 pm. Warren van Bronkhorst conducting.
installment. Unfortunately the official BBC and the spontaneous
uuiciai net ana tne spontaneous Peterson,
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3
Peterson, is
is to
to be
be congratulated.
congratulated.
UOP: Anderson Y Films presents "Shoot the Piano Player" a* the
Anderson Lecture Hall. 6:30and 9pm, no cost.
George, Frank Marcus creates
an interesting situation for
exploring the sad and comic
dimensions of "let's pretend".
For six years the lead in a soap
opera,
June
Buckridge
(portrayed by Mariquite O'Neill)
named for District Nurse Sister
George, learns that she must be
killed off to save the show from
falling ratings.

unkadelics Produce Hot Wux
by Mike Barr

I was going to write about
Santana's new album, but I know
everybody's going to buy it
anyway so, no use. Instead, let
me say a little bit on a couple of
albums
that
people
recommended to me and which I
listened to and would now like
to recommend to you.
"Maggot Brain" is by a
group by the name of
Funkadelic. I guess they have a
right to call themselves by this
name because they do sort of
combine funk and psychadelia.
The album is a definite
improvement over their last
album, "Funkadelic", which got
a little repetitious. This one has
CHINA, CRYSTAL
STERLING, GIFTS
i Open Thursdays 'til 9 p.m

Free Gift Wrap
and Delivery

^rlunler

•.

ill

|

studios

2002 Pacific Avenue

463 8913

lots of good things happening,
like some cosmic philosophizing
on the inside cover, or some
Coaster-like harmonizing, or
some psychadelic guitar.
The album starts off
catching you with the title cut
"Maggot Brain", which is a sort
of melancholy rock and roll-ish
guitar thing that gives the album
its psychadelic element. It grows
from there into a fine and
versatile collection of music.
Larry Coryell has a new
album named simply "Coryell'
Coryell is a guitar player
who has been around playing fine
guitar but never really getting a
following like Eric Clapton or a
Hendrix. He's worked in the jazz
field with people like Herbie
Mann, but this album, although
the jazz influence is apparent, is
a rocker.
He plays with a small back
up combo including bass, drums,
piano or organ, and a little
flute.They are definitely back-up
though, as this is an album of
exciting guitar playing.
Occasionally there's overdubbing so Coryell plays a double
lead. He also sings on a few cuts,

SeaaviHc

[The most
[Meaningful Semester
[you'll ever spend...
|could be the one on
[World Campus Afloat
[Sailing Feb. 1972 to Africa and the Orient
JThrough a transfer format, more than 5,000
Istudents from 450 campuses have participated
for a semester in this unique program in inter|nationat education.
WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and
figuratively ... and give you a better chance to
make it—meaningfully—in this changing world.
lYou'll study at sea with an experienced cos[mopolitan faculty, and then during port slops
you'll study the world itself. You'll discover that
Ino matter how foreign and far-away, you have a
[lot in common with people of other lands.
I WCA isn't as expensive as you might think,we've done our best to bring it within reach of
Imost college students. Write today for free
Idetails.
•TEACHERS: Summer travel with credit for teachlers and administrators.

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN

Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery
PHONE 478-3275

which is nice but not obtrusive to
his guitar playing. This all adds
to an exciting album.
Getting back to his guitar: he
does an awful lot with it, and it all
sounds unique in context to me.
He does so much that sometimes
I get the feeling that another
instrument would maybe be
better in place of his guitar, if he
were going to get commercial.

125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON, CAEIF.

1***0

1**0* Write Today to:
Chapman College.
Box CC2G. Orange. California 92B66

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4
UOP: Keating Johnson, tuba and Robert Coburn, trombone, will
perform their Senior Recitals at the Conservatory, 8' 15 pm
Admission is at no cost.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5

4

Bay Area: Van Morrison will be at Winterland with Taj Mahal" Lamb
and Wet Willie. 8:00pm. Tickets are $3,50, advance sale, and $4 00 at
the door.
UOP: Gala premier of the new End Zone Coffee House. Be sure to
attend this extravaganza at 8:00 pm
Anderson Y Films presents "Nights of Cabiria" at the Anderson
Lecture Hall, 6:30 and 9:00pm, free.
A showing of student work sponsored by the Student Art Leaguecoinciding with performances of Boys in the BandDemarcus Brown
Theatre - 7-10 pm. Some works will be up for sale.
Anyone interested in advertising an event in the Calaveras
Calendar should contact Ann Sheppard at 464-3412 or leave the
information in my box at the Pacifican along with your name and
phone number. Information should be submitted two weeks in
advance.

WHERE DO YOU GO
WHEN YOU WANT TO
BUY A FIFTH AT 1:00
AM FRIDAY NTGT?T0
MONTCLAIR LIQUOR
Oakridge Center
7555 Pacific Avenue
*77-919*

We carry:
Liquor
Wine
Beer
Groceries
Party Supplies
Sunday Thru Thurtday
9.00 A.M. - 12:30 A.M.
Friday and Saturday
9:00 A.M. - 2.00 A M.

V
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Pacific Wins 3 0 - 1 4

Maybe I'm Amazed
fir

SLOPE DOPE
by Larry Lapkin

by Dan Kaufman

• Last Saturday in Missoula.
Montana, the Tigers of Pacific
won their first football game of
the season by defeating Montana

yard out to end the drive and give
Pacific the lead at half time 14-7.
During the second half
Pacific's defense held Montana
scoreless until the last few
seconds of the game. Pacific
meanwhile collected more
points. 16, than they had in any
previous game, 14, this season."

30-14.
Pacific, playing their best
offensive game of the season,
scored in every quarter of the
••pjmc. The offense being able to
move the ball by passing and
running, successfully kept the
In
the third quarter
Montana defense off-balanced Wolfgang Gartner kicked a 49
the entire game. Traveling a yard field goal to put the game
total of 377 yards in the game, out reach. Mike Barrcontributed
Pacific compiled a total of three a touchdown when he intercepted
offensive touchdowns and one a pass by Jay Baumberger, and
I
defensive touchdown.
ran 32 yards into the end zone.
Montana was the first to
Defensive
tackle
Pal
With 12 seconds left in the
score taking the opening kickoff game, Montana added seven Cosgrove of Pacific has been
and marching 73 yards in five points, but time had njn out on named PCAA defensive player of
plays. On the first play of the the Grizzles and Pacific had their the week for his efforts against
game their Casey Reilly took a first victory of the season 30-14.
Montana. Last Saturday's game
pitch out from quarterback Gary
was (he last for the 6-1,205 pound
Herding and ran 44 yards. Four
Mitchell True, who played senior as he underwent surgery
plays later Berding ran 14 yards I the entire game with a broken
this week to repair a torn finger
for Montana's first touchdown.
bone in his left foot, carried 24 tendon
which was injured
Trailing 7-0, Pacific came times for 73yards. Carlos Brown against Idaho.
back following the next kickoff. contributed 218 yards in the air
Cosgrove, a biology major
The Tigers drove 65 yards in 12 with 21 completions of 38
who has a 3.8 grade point
plays. Carlos Brown's fine attempts. Ken Marshall led
average, plans to be a dentist.
passing combined with Mitchell Pacific receivers with 4 catches
His team-mates elected him
True s driving runs produced for 65 yards.
captain by acclamation for the
I acific s first touchdown. Brown
Montana game.
hit two completions in the drive
Pacific's
next
game
will
be
one lor 10 yards to Tom Gordon
- and one for 18 yards to Mitchell played against San Jose State.
Last Saturday San Jose State lost
True.

i
I

1

1

Halfway through the second
quarter Brown s offense drove
the score to 14-7. The drive
included marching 67 yards in 15
plays, of which three first downs
were pass completions by
Brown. True carried from one

34"14' The Spartans
ecr?rH
uord f",
last season
was 2-9, with
?r;°l,hT-victories over Pacific
?
^Clf,C' hopin« tf) make a
second half comeback, will be
hungry to come home from San
Jose State with a second victory
this weekend.

Women Take
6th at Chico

The Women's Swim Team
made a strong showing last
weekend as they competed in an
all-relay swim meet at Chico
State. There were ten colleges
competing in the meet and
Pacific was able to finish sixth
out of the ten.
Winning the meet was Chico
State who barely edged out San
Jose State at second and
Stanford, third. Placing fourth
back with two goals of their own.
and fifth in the meet were
Rodrigo Zulueta and then Jay
University of Santa Clara and
Negus boomed shots past the Sac
Sacramento State. This week the
State goalie. For the second
team will be competing against
straight week UOP played well
San Jose State and UC Davis in a
as a team. The defense was solid
tri-meet at San Jose. Coach Doris
and the offense scored when it
Meyer will be looking forward to
had to. UOP seems to have
this meet with high expectations.
bounced back from a crushing
She stated that she is very
defeat at the hands of powerful
pleased with the performances of
USF and a tie with lowly UCD.
all the girls and feels that this will
They have now won two in a row
be a good meet for them to shoot
against SF State and Sac State
for.
Tomorrow night UOP goes
At Chico State there were ten
against what may well be the
relay events for the teams to
best college soccer team in
compete in. The trial heats were
California, if not the nation; San
held in the morning and the top :
Jose State. Game time will be 8
six teams out of those heats
pm at the Memorial Stadium.
swam the finals in the afternoon.
Admission is free with an ASUOP
No team was allowed to enter
card. ^-^-yuuuy
Everybody come out and
more than two relays in an event '
see page 11

As the temperature swiftly
declines and the northerly breeze
steadily increases, skiers begin
to realize that winter is in the air
and that snow will soon be falling.
Once again it is that time of year
to get your skis out and think
about how great a ski season you
had last year. Perhaps this
season will be even better. So,
why don't we take a look at what's
going on in the skiing world.
SHORT SWINGS
Two major weather fronts
have already hit the Sierras this
winter bringing up to 22 inches of
snow in several areas. In fact,
chains were required over
Interstate 80 for a while during
the last storm.
Rumor has it that if Mt. Rose
Ski Area gets six inches more
snow over the base they now have
established, they will open up for
limited operation this weekend.
This would not be unusual for the
area, they opened November 7th
last year.
Squaw Valley - Ski Area's
Mountain Operations will be
under the direction of Dick
Reuter this year. Reuter,
recently hired by Alex Cushing
(President of Squaw Valley),
supposedly
has
completely
inspected and overhauled all of
the lifts that have created
problems in the past. The Gold

Coast lift on the top of the
mountain, according to the
management,
has
been
completely
scrapped
and
replaced with a new lift. Squaw
Valley is offering season passes
for $200 if purchased before Nov.
1. The same passes were
available for $150 if purchased
before Sept. 15. However, this
deadline was moved up until Oct.
15; so I would assume that the
$200 offer will be good until the
middle of
November. The
regular season pass rate is $250.
Squaw will open for weekend
operation as soon as there is a
half-decent snow-fall.
UOP is looking into the
possibility of a student services
program in which
ASUOP
students would be able to rent ski
equipment at great discounts.
The program hopefully will be
initiated in the near future.«j
The Village Sport Chalet will
be
renting
ski equipment
corresponding
with
the
Graduated Length Method of
skiing this season. This includes
the "shortie ski" which without a
doubt is an excellent ski for
beginners.
Be sure to read this article
each week for the latest
information on what's going on in
the skiing world.

1

MOP Kicks Sac State
The UOP soccer team rolled
to their second consecutive win
as they defeated Sacramento
State in a night game, 4-2. Pacfic
tallied the only score in the first
half. Rodrigo Zulueta, who is a
freshman, scored the first of his
two goals on a fast-break pass
•rom Carlos Mazal. The game
remained at 1 - o with UOP in
control most of the way In the
second half UOP got on the board
again. This time Gustavo Wilson
put Pacific ahead 2 - 0. A few
minutes Sac State scored on a
Penalty kick. In the fourth
quarter, due to some confusion
by the Tigers. Sac State managed
rto-,«.-ine score at 2 - 2.
The Tigers, instead
loosing their
feir momentum „

I
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Waterpolo Faces
Biggest Week

Friday, Oct. 29

by Sally Van Dyke
This week the water polo are looking forward to "getting
team will mark the turning point back" at the Cougars.
Coach Bill Rose states that
of its season as they face four of
this week will be the turning point
their strongest league rivals.
At 11am today the Pacific in the water polo season. He says
team will play against Los that leaguewise, "it is most
Angeles State here in Stockton. important because they want to
Los Angeles has a strong 10-2 be placed well in the PCAA
record which puts them in a high championships that will be held
later on in Santa Barbara." Rose
spot in the league.
At 3pm today, after a short is very confident as he says he is
*** ' • rfr*
- •+»
rest, the team will play one of "anxiously looking forward to Pacific's Rick Hendricks looks for an open man in last Saturday's
their toughest rivals, UCSB.This this week."
game against Foothill JC. Pacific won 10-4 raising their record to 9-7.
Confidence has also built up
will be an emotional game for the
tigers because Santa Barbara is in all the players due to two Thompson, who blocked an play an average game and still
considered their "arch rival" strong wins last week. Playing important penalty shot. Rose win by a good margin."
Foothill put up a zone
Fresno State, the team did well in says that this was the most
and has been for some time.
defense
which was the first one
important
play
of
the
game
that
they
immediately
got
ahead.
The Gauchos beat Pacific
However, Fresno came back because with Thompson's the Tigers had seen all year. This
last year by a close margin;
however, their top nine players quickly and captured the .lead excellent block, the score was took some fast adjusting but it
graduated last year. They are not away from Pacific. Coach Rose kept at a tie which enabled them wasn't able to weaken Pacific's
offense as they won 10-3.
as strong as they used to be, but was pleased to see that the team to go into overtime.
On
Saturday
of
last
week,
they are rebuilding their team "kept their heads and didn't
Coach Rose also stated that
quickly which should put them in panic at the sudden switch in UOP played against Foothill
he
was
pleased to see that "Mike
close contention in the PCAA scores." He also said that they College. This was not a
Brousard
finally came out of his
conference
game
but
was
were able to stay with the game
conference.
scoring slump that he had been in
important
because
they
had
plan
and
finally
win
6-5
after
a
After a haTd day today, the
for the last couple of weeks."
water polo players will pack up brutal double overtime. The win, previously lost to Foothill and
Brousard scored four important
they
were
anxious
to
have
torporrow morning and head for Rose states, was due to''constant
goals which puts him right back
another
win
on
their
record.
pressure
and
good
hard
Chico State. There they will face
Rose stated that their on top. Sophomore Randy Snider
Chico and the University of playing."
performance
in this game was also made a good showing in the
Starring for the Tigers in this
Oregon. Chico State will be
not
as
good
as
two days before game. He shot well from the
game
were
Bob
Hillman,
who
another emotional game because
when
they
played
Fresno but he outside and was also able to score
the Tigers have already lost to was able to come through with
was
"happy
to
see
thatthey
could important goals.
them by one point this year. They two important goals, and Mike
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WATER POLO, UOP vs. LA
State, Stagg High, Stockton,
11am.
WATER POLO, UOP vs. UC
Santa Barbara, Stagg High,
Stockton, 3pm.
Saturday, Oct. 30
FOOTBALL, UOP vs. San Jose
State, San Jose, 7:30.
WATER POLO, UOP vs. Chico
State, Chico, 1pm.
WATER POLO, UOP vs
University of Oregon, Chico,
4:30pm.
SOCCER, UOP vs. San Jose
State,
Pacific
Memorial
Stadium, 8pm.
CROSS COUNTRY, UOP vs. San
Francisco State and Hayward
State, Hayward, 11am.
Tuesday, Nov. 2
WATER POLO, UOP vs. UC
Berkeley, Berkeley, 3pm.
Wednesday, Nov. 3
SOCCER, UOP vs. UC Davis,
Davis, 3pm.

DON Q* IMPORTS. INC.. HARTFORD. CONN., R

Phi Kappa Tau proved
Other scores:
victorious oyer Phi Delta Chi, 20A League
7, in a game played October 18.
Delta Upsilon 12, SAE 6
Phi Delta Chi managed to
Phi Tau 7, Pershing 0
score in the final minutes of the
game on a run by Tom Lane. It (forfeit)
was a well played game with the
Phi Kappa Tau offensive line B-l League
doing an outstanding job.
Raymond 21, DU 19
One of the most decisive Grace Covell 27, McConchie 0
games was played last Thursday Phi Tau 20, Phi Delta Chi 0
in powderpuff action, with
Southwest
playing
the
Aardvarkettes. The two teams B-2 League
DU 16, SAE 13
were undefeated with identical
Casa Jackson 7, Pershing 0
records of 2-0.
The game was scoreless for (Forfeit)
Casa Jackson 7, Pershing 0
three quarters, the teams being
evenly matched. Then with less (forfeit)
HEP 7, Covell 0 (forfeit)
than four minutes left in the
AKL 31, Callison 6
game, Lindy Jack of the
Delta Upsilon
Aardvarkettes threw an 18 yard
DU 18, Ritter 7
touchdown pass to Julie Konrad.
Grace Covell 27, McConchie
The extra point was good and the
score remained Aardvarkettes 7, 0
Phi Tau 20, Phi Delta Chi 0
Southwest 0.
6239 Pacific Avenue
Specialists in;
THE
Stockton,
Bear
SKIING
Valley & Silver
TENNIS
Basin.
BACK PACKING
BACKPACKING
(' (J A/fl) W'
WATER SPORTS
Phone 478-3550

Hmmwmiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii||||||||llllllllllllimlillli!
|
BODY & PAINT SHOP I VOLKSWAGEN!
PORSCHE
We

Speciali z e

in

• INSURANCE
WORK

y

• FOREIGN
CARS

COMPLETE REPAIRS & PARTS S
-USED CARS-

• 30 YEARS
EXPERIENCE
IN STOCKTON

CHET HALL

948-6220
JACK FREEMAN

NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
= Qg 3939 WEST LANE

STOCKTON

466-9372

Why we named the # 1 rum in the Caribbean
after the # 1 nut in Spain.
Because we liked what Don Quixote stood for. 1 he search
for perfection.
The same kind of search that made us try for a rum that
was better than any on the islands. Where great rumcomes from.
And we made it. And the islanders made it #1.
Give Don Q'a try. You may go a little nuts over it yourself.

Pai
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Former Castro Minister
Relives Cuban Revolution

p

'

by Linda Class

Mi

w

th
30

Today it makes it exactly eleven
years of total freedom for Senor
Rufo Lopez-Fresquet. He was
sentenced to death by Fidel Castro
but escaped Cuba by hiding in the
bathroom of a boat that was
eventually going to sail to the
United States.
Lopez-Fresquet, a professor at
Elbert Covell College, wanted an

revolutionary
government.
As
Minister of Treasury he said,"I tried
to help the Cuban publishers
survive. New facts of economic life
were
imposed
by
Castro's
revolutionary government in 1959
which spelled bankruptcy for a
majority of the Cuban publishers. I
believe that only with the varied
means of communication can
liberty of expression be guaranteed.
I also maintained the government
salaries of the reporters who
covered the treasury. Neither

"Only with

were not leading to democracy but
towards dictatorship, so at various
meetings
he
faked
a
heart
weakness, and was once even
carried out on a stretcher. It then
seemed a very legitimate excuse for
resigning.
He then went to work with an
underground organization to fight
dictatorship. He was taken by the
police seven times during the
Batista regime, yet Lopez-Fresquet
remembers he hid in 26 different
places in six days. His activities were

varied means of

communication can liberty of
expression be

economic and social revolution,
sought to extend the benefits of
better education, proper medical
attention, and
other
basic
obligations of a modern democratic
government. "We are engaged in a
political revolution to punish
corrupt politicians and to establish
human freedom and civil rights."
At 1 am on the morning of
January 8, 1959, in a simple
ceremony before President Urrutia,
became
the
Lopez-Fresquet
Minister
of
Treasury
in the

guaranteed."

Urrutia nor Castro agreed, but I
continued to follow this policy as
long as I was in office."
Lopez-Fresquet
modestly
smiled and looked up at his huge
bulletin board which was covered
with many articles: he was "Man in
the News" in the April 24, 1959
edition of the "New York Times:"
they stated this gay, fun loving man
was "an interesting example of a
devoted, loyal, patriotic Cuban
citizen who stuck to his onerous
post
as
long as his health
permitted." Another headline read,
"Resignation of RUFO LOPEZFRESQUET as Cuban Finance
Minister represents a significant
milestone in the development of
the Cuban revolution." In reality,
Lopez-Fresquet
had
been
conspiring against the government
for he realized Castro's promises

finally known to the government
and he was going to be taken by the
intelligence
branch under
an
"inabsentia", death sentence, but,
fortunately for him, Castro was out
of the country and wasn't expected
to return for 48 hours. In Cuba, no
important decision could be made
without consulting Castro first, so
Lopez-Fresquet had two days to
escape from Cuba.
Lopez-Fresquet chuckles when
he recalls the time he held a
newspaper up to cover his face,
"the trick I always used while riding
in a car changing places," when an
old acquaintance on a corner
recognized him and started yelling,
"Rufo". To quiet him down, Rufo
got out of the car and they both
went to a nearby bar. By some rare
coincidence, the man confided to
Rufo that he had been working on a
plan to escape Cuba and he was
going to try to leave tomorrow.
Lopez-Fresquet, at first, was very
skeptical, but his original escape
plan had fallen through and this
could be his only chance. So, in 24
hours, Lopez-Fresquet, his private
secretary, and his friend hid in the
bathroom of a boat that was going
out to sea. As they went through
customs, the skipper was asked
where he was headed, and he told
the
Coast
Guard
inspector,
Miami, and they both laughed,
for the guard thought this guy had a
great sense of humor. Little did he
know that they were really going to
the United States!

"My Fourteen Months with
Castro," by Lopez-Fresquet, could
have been titled "How Castro Came
to Be," for it is not a biography of
the dictator in any sense, but rather
a description of the events that
constitute Cuban history and a
wonderfully explicit analysis of the
causes and long range effects of
Castroism on Cuba and the Cuban
people. The Hoover Institute on
War,
Revolution
and
Peace
\ \

a significant milestone
in Cuban revolution."
considered his memoirs to be of
great value in the interpretation of
the recent Cuban history.

nss

him talk. He kept us laughing most
of the time for he has a marvelous
sense of humor. The University of
the Pacific is the best. ' he says.
Opportunities are here, and with
student participation as successful
as it is now, we are sure to make it!"

As Lopez-Fresquet puffs away
on his cigar, he says his book's
primary thesis is "all Cubans are
responsible for the mistakes of
Castro. Castro did not create
himself, he is the fruit of all human
/4s I left his room, a sad and
soil,
he
was
produced
by
frustrated feeling overwhelmed
immorality,
cynicism,
and
me. There are so many wonderful
irresponsibility, by the corrupt
and exciting people in this world,
social, political, economic, and
yet how many of us take the time to
spiritual forces within Cuba. Castro
really get to know such fascinating
was born in Cuba, educated in
people...or know where to find
Cuban schools, participated in them?
Cuban
activities.
Cuba
is
responsible for Castro's existence.
We must recognize this so we can

Cuba is responsible
for Castro's existence."

been able to reconstruct events in
chronological order.

Senor Lopez-Fresquet says his
"door is always open', which was
very clear to see, for while he was
talking and telling of his many
fascinating
and
exciting
ex
periences, many students came in
one by one and we all listened to

Lopez-Fresquet represents

AA

The Hoover Institution on War,
Revolution, and Peace of Stanford
at the University of California,
commissioned Senior Rufo LopezFresquet to write his memoirs in
1965, six years after he became
Minister of the Treasury in the
revolutionary government of Cuba,
that was soon to bear the name of
Fidel Castro. Even though LopezFresquet arrived in the United
States, leaving all his books, notes
and material possessions in Cuba,
with the aid of library facilities at the
University of Puerto Rico, he has

situations in Latin America, yet I am
American educated." He also has a
strong desire to bring together all
the UOP students bv intercom
munication with Covell.

prevent another Castro in the
future...Castroism is not what he
destroyed, but what he stopped
from growing.
Senior Lopez-Fresquet taught
in the University of Puerto Rico for
five years, his main goal was
bringing together North American
and Latin American students. He
was very happy there until the
administration changed hands and
he disagreed with their practices.
He came to the University of the
Pacific and is now in Elbert Covell as
a professor of economics. He says,
"It fits my personal experiences in
life for
I
have
experienced
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oss country shows improvement
In spite of what the results
ht indicate, Pacific's cross
ntry team is improving. Their
formance last Saturday at the
asant Hill Invitationals is
of of their progress. Out of the
runners entered in the meet,
m 8 different colleges, Pacific
naged to place 2 out of 5
rees in the top ten. This is
ite an advancement for the
,m, considering that they
performed many runners in
s meet who have previously
it them.
Overall winner of the event
1 s Tom Hale from Wentworth
liege who handled the hilly 5
"le course in 24:44 minutes,
cific's Mathyas Michael once
ain put his foot in it and
naged to wrap up second
^ce for the Tigers with 24:59.
kchael, incidentally, has been
joubled with shin splints which
'11 force him to stay out of
actice for a few days. John
ldwell, probably the team's

most consistent runner, also
performed well for Pacific and
managed ninth position with
25:25. Also finishing in the pack
for the Tigers were Alan Gonya
55th, Les Anderson 69th, and Kirk
Maness 73rd.
Stated Coach Ross Cardinalli
about the team's performance,
"The team is showing a relative
improvement from race to race.
We are competing against larger
schools which are more highly
developed and organized than
us." Neverthless, the team
seems to be getting over their
handicapps as seen in some of the
outstanding individual perfor
mances. Although the team has
yet to win any of their dual meets
this year, their determination
and stamina have not ceased to
be consistent.
This Saturday the cross
country team will meet San
Francisco State and Hayward at

Kappa

Powderpuff
Alpha Theta

7,

Pershing 0 (forfeit)
Aardvarkettes 19, Tri-Delta 0
Alpha Chi Omega 7, Delta
Gamma 0 (forfeit)
Covell 7, Raymond 6
Blind Faith 7, Pershing 0
(forfeit)

four. The outcome was ten votes
in favor, two against, and six
abstentions, thus, passing the
proposal.
The following are some of the
results of the traditional Olympic
Games. In soft-ball, the
American team defeated the
Latin American one (composed
of players from Venezuela and
Central America mostly) by a
score of 25 to 2. Felipe Sanchez
and Roy Jasso scored for the
losers.
In Ping-Ball, the Surenos (a
group composed of players from
Argentina and Chile) conquered
two out of the three first
positions, competing against the
representatives from the rest of
America. Pablo Athanasion, an
Argentinian, was the winner,
while Alberto Yanez, from
Venezuela (representing the
Gran Colombia team) finished
second.
Next week the tournament
will continue with soccer and
volleyball, if possible.
A new Freshman Talent
Show will be presented tonight in
the Conservatory, sponsored by
Elbert Covell. The show starts at
8pm and all are invited to attend.
Afterwards, there will be a
get-together at the Centro. Jokes,
records, and songs for groups
will be included. Everyone who
wants to experience the Covell
culture is welcome to attend.
Peace
Juan Estay R.

women take 6th at chico
from page 8
and there were between three
and four heats in each event in
the morning. UOP made the
finals in four of the ten events.
Pacific took second place in
the 200 free relay. Competing
wen in this event were Debbie
Anderson, Kathy Hislop, Dena
Fracolli, and Peggy Dillingham.
In the 200 Backstroke relay, the
Tigers took third place as

Get stereo components and stereo systems direct from a "stereo warehouse" owned
and run by young music freaks. The Stereo Warehouse has prices you can dig — and
offers all the best in the stereo world. We ship directly to you, and we pay all
shipping costs (Ca., Ore., & Wash.).

Record c h a n g e r s , a m p l i f i e r s , s p e a k e r s , t a p e d e c k s , re
ceivers: S o n y — Pi one e r — M a r a n t z — D u a l — G a r r a r d
J . B .L. — Altec Lansing — N i k k o — D y n a c o — K.L.H. — AR
BOSE — SANSUI a n d m a n y m o r e .

11:00.

ovell News: Classes and
lympic Games Explained
All of the students who came
efore September of 1970, may
ill graduate with 124 units,
hey will have a choice of either
laving the old requirement
ystem, or selecting the new one.
he latter allows for the best
fforts to be put forth by students
their specialized fields, due to
vailable time.
The policy, stating that
uring the four years, students
ere obligated to take three
anuary terms in order to
raduate, has been abolished,
owever, now, students not
taying here during that time can
ake a special project, still
nabling them to learn the four
nits.
A motion was proposed to
increase the number of student
representatives on the Covell
Council Committee, from two to

Tired of Getting Ripped Off?

H a d e n o u g h s t a t i c f r o m local retail m e r c h a n t s w h o o n l y
o f f e r a limited selection o f s t e r e o s a t lousy prices?

Dillingham, Fracolli, Sue
Brashares, and Sandy Wheaton
did the swimming. These same
girls took a fifth place in the 200
Butterfly relay and Fracolli,
Dillingham, Brashares, and
Hislop also finished fifth in the
200 Medley relay.
Another
outstanding
performance was made by Sheila
Mennis in the 100 yard fly relay.
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STEREO WAREHOUSE SPECIAL
The stereo system pictured is the best system you 11 find for
$375.00. The Pioneer SX770 AM/FM receiver delivers 70 watts of
clean, undistorted power (40 watts R.M.S.) and features flawless FM
reception. With all of its professional controls such as high frequency
filter, direct tape monitoring, contour boost, main and remote speaker
switching, front panel mic input, FM muting, and an FM tuner sec
tion sensitivity of 1.8uV, this receiver is in a class, by itself for
$199.95. A walnut cabinet for the receiver is included. To play your
records, you may choose either the Garrard Synchro-lab model 75B
record changer, or, if you prefer a turntable, the Pioneer PL 12A.
Both the Garrard and the Pioneer feature damped, viscous cueing,
synchronous motor, and a sensitive tone arm that will track with
precision to one gram. The Garrard changer, and Pioneer Turntable

$375 complete

feraerjssih

m

are well known as the best buys on the market in the $90-110 price
range. What will really blow your mind is the Electrovoice speaker
systems. When you're feeling good, and your favorite group is -get
ting it on, the bass holds tight — even at high volume levels. The
system features an E.V. long-excursion, rolled-edge suspension 10
woofer. Tingling high frequencies from a wide dispersion tweeter,
and a control on the rear of the speaker system for matching your
room acoustics. This large (25"xl4"12" deep), oiled walnut E.V.
speaker system (model 14) usually sells for $125.00 each. All com
ponents come in factory-sealed cartons. Connecting cables and
speaker wire included. We pay all shipping costs to California,
Oregon, and Washington. Slight charge for shipment to other states^
We're offering this complete system at Vs off its regular price of
$569.95. With the import tax about to go into effect, and limited
quantities, this has to be the deal to jump on. Send $375.00, plus
tax, or a 25% deposit and we'll send it C.O.D. for the balance. We
must have the street address for shipping. Certified checks, please.
3-10 days for delivery. You'll dig it for sure.

October 29,197^
The Pacifican
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Farmacy Fact Finders
Three times out of four the
mescaline analyzed turned out to
be LSD. Dr. John K. Brown,
associate
professor
of
Pharmacognosy, and four
students are working with
"Friends" analyzing bad drugs.
Near the end of the
antiseptic, shiny corridor of the
pharmacy building is Dr.
Brown's little office. He is a very
distinguished looking man in a
white pharmacist's coat. He
knows drugs. He knows them
well. The people at "Friends"
know this, and when they run into
a bad drug they come to Dr.
Brown.
Working with Brown on this
project are four pharmacy
students who are members of the
honorary pharmacy fraternity,

several dates. No names are
included. It is from the
symptoms that the pharmacists
get their clues and if it is an
emergency can break down the
drug in two hours. Then it is
possible to prescribe a treatment
if necessary.
"We are not at all interested
in who took it, but what it was
bought as. People are afraid to
mess with LSD, but they are
willing to try mescaline, and
three times out of four the
mescaline is LSD. However, if
you buy LSD, you should get it! "
said the distinguished looking
doctor in his little office.
They are not interested in
working with narcotics. The
primary concern is what name
the drug was sold under and what
the actual drug is. For example:
"Mescaline" turned out to be
LSD, "Chocolate Mescaline"
turned out to be LSD, and "Super
the matter of the salaries was not
Weed" turned out to be PCP.
brought up by the executive
Dr. Brown and his student
department.
associates haven't given this
In this July meeting Mando
project much publicity because
feels the senators were as
they would get swamped. Word
equally at fault as the salaried
already has gotten out and
officers. Most of the senators
various people have dropped in
knew salaries were being paid to
with unusual samples. So, they
the four officers but none of them
try to analyze only those bad
questioned the officers on it nor
drugs that have been part of a
did any of them make any
crisis.
motions
concerning
the
Across the hall from the
expenditures.
distinguished
doctor's little
Next, I spoke with Tony
office is the laboratory where the
Vaughn, student body vice
analyzing takes place. Brown
president, who was responsible
says, "It's fun, kind of like
for drawing up this year's
detective work." It can also be
budget, including the $4800 for
risky. One pharmacist got a little
summer salaries. Tony believes,
LSD
under his fingernail, which
"They made a decision that was
legally wrong, but they had no managed to stay there when he
washed his hands, but came out
alternative."
Before the vote on approving when he was eating, and
the salaries was taken, Tony consequently he had very
introduced a by-law that, if pleasant dreams.
passed, would prevent any future
group of officers from spending
money without consent of the
senate. Presently it is unclear
when the senate must approve
Callison College of the
appropriations. His proposed by
law would clear up this University of the Pacific is wellknown for its Callison-inmisunderstanding, making prior
Bangalore program, in which
approval mandatory.
To review the entire most of Callison's sophomores
situation, this summer there spend an academic year of
were several important issues
residence, study and travel. The
which had to be taken care of to fourth class is in Bangalore now,
insure an effective student among other things enjoying the
government in the fall. The many contacts with individuals
executive department decided to and
institutions made by
allocate ASUOP funds to pay previous classes, not to mention
salaries to the four people who the new residential arrangement
stayed to work on these in "houses."
problems. They allocated $4800
There have always been a
without consulting the senate. number of
requests for
When the salaries were approved admission to this India year on
this fall, the senate itself was the part of nonCallison students,
divided on the issue and the tie but to date there has been no
was broken by Dave Bennett, one room for them in the program. In
of the four officers being paid.
the fall of 1972-73 however, it is
Was this a conflict of anticipated that some non
interest? Should he have Callison students can be
excluded himself from voting? admitted. First priority on
Should the senate have made a
selection will be given to Callison
stronger stand against the students, second to other
expenditures? Or were the University
of
the Pacific
expenditures justified?
students, and third to those from
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUII other colleges or universities.
Entering freshmen in 1972-73 are
As of today the juke box in not eligible,
but upper classmen
the End Zone will play free of
are welcome if the program does
charge after 5 pm. Students shall
not conflict with curricular
still feed coins into the machine
procedures in their own colleges.
but after 5 pm they will be
Credit for a full academic year
returned.
will be granted.
Rho Chi. They are taking a class
called, "Special Problems," and
receive academic credit for their
work. These students are: Carl
Gross, Brian Winterberg, Vince
Chan, and Howard Appell.
It all began on November
19th last year when "Friends
brought in a sample of a drug that
was sold under the name of
mescaline. Some poor chap took
about a half dozen, and went on a
four week trip. The drug was
analyzed and turned out to be
LSD. It was then they decided to
take up the project.
"Friends" brings in samples
of street drugs that have caused a
problem. Accompanying the
drug is a form. This form, when
completed,
contains
a
description of the symptoms and

summer
spending conflict
from page 2
The executive department
never asked for approval of the
expenditures until the senate
convened in September. In
Brown's opinion, a quorum could
not have been obtained for
approval
during summer
vacation.
Next, the author spoke with
Mando Flores, one of the
senators who opposed approving
the expenditures. Mando realizes
that paying the salaries to keep
the
officers . at
school
was, "necessary and essential to
the life of student government."
However, he believes that as a
student representative in the
senate it is his duty to approve
how his constituents money is
being spent. Mando believes the
executive department should
have consulted the senate before
spending the money and since
they didn't he voted against the
final approval.
Mando suggested that a
sufficient number of senators
lived close enough to Stockton
that a quorum could have been
established during the summer
in order to approve the salaries.
The executive department never
attempted to do this. Also, the
senate did meet in July but again

Le Diner Francois
par John Wortham
Est-ce que vous aimez parler
quelquefoisje franjais? Eh bien!
La maison fran^aise vous invite
a un dfher franjais avec une
conversation interessante. II
aura lieu jeudi, 4 Novembre dans
le Patio Room de Grace Covell
Dining Hall. II commencera ^
5:30.
Toutes les personnes de la
"communaute frangaise" de
"Pacific" sont invitees a parler
avec nous. II y aura beaucoup
d'etudiants et aussi des
professeurs qui seront a ce cfiher.
Le jeudi sera tou|ours le jour du
dfrier francais a partir du 4
Novembre. Aussi, de temps en
temps, les etudiants francais
participeront
^
d'autres
ev^nements tels que piqueniques,
repas
dans des
restaurants
francais,
et
discussions au sujet de films.
Venez au diner avec de nouvelles
idees!

Cormack S p e a k s
oa India

Whites Can't Teach Blacks
Fred

Thomas

The educational system has become an important system of
social control with the development of the modern urban community,
"Various sanctions are accorded the educational system by
society. The political-economic system provides formal rewards for
persons whose performance in the Educational system is of an
advanced and superior quality. This is evident in terms of minimum
job requirements and the educational prerequisites of most
professional groups." (Hentoff)
.
"The institutions of education are designed as other institutions
created for the being and futherance of the political system that
creates such institutions. The products of such institutions due to
systematic programming are likewise educated to take on preestablished roles in the society." (Lipset)
The democratic process of free choice, I feel, is violated when
education teaches and instills in its students one view of political and
economic systems. Such one sided ideologies of social and political
forces are moving the country steadily along the course of existing
policies toward a divided country. On one side, those who practice a
"socialist" type of reform; on another, those who impliment
maintenance of the present system "capitalism. The thii d group
proposes radical reformation, new values, and re-evaluation of the
current institutions." All above mentioned ideologies should be
allowed to mature fully in a true system of democracy.
The "track system" is a systematic testing program that
channels individuals into either vocational or au.Jemic areas of
education. Such tracking begins as early as the eighth year of school.
Though persons are needed in both fields, the sy. 3m, I feel, puts
students at a disadvantage:
(1) I contend that children are forced to make vocational choices
before they are ready to do so.
(2) Starting specific vocational education at >0 young an age
leads to inadequate concentration on the basic skills of writing,
reading, arithmetic and oral communication.
(3) Vocational students are not prepared for' 'th jroad skills and
social adaptability which are now required by the rapid changes in
technology."
In reference to the tracking system and the vocational-academic
channeling now in practice, I propose vocational exploratory
programs for all students (including those college bound, who may
find non-academic pursuits more satisfying eventually but avoid
looking into those fields because ' 'of the status factors inherent in the
present vocational-academic system").
The suggested curriculum would include the needs of the slow
learner, the rapid learner and "students with special problems now
categorized as the educationally retarded." The social psychologyof
the institution should "free the student from the necessity of complete
conformity to the prevailing views of society.
Now then, if it is true as I have stated earlier, thaI the educational
institutions create only ideal models to take on predescribed roles of
the existing political-economic system, where then lies the needed
social-psychological creativity for Black and other minority
students?
"We need teachers who can help us to find ourselves, who we are,
and what we're capable of doing." (Roy Wilcox of HARYOU)
"Though a psychological interpretation of the Black problem is
crucial, yet the effective disalienation of the Black man entails an
immediate recognition of social and economic realities. The Black
student likewise is insulated and feels insignificant. The question is
always whether he is Blacker than I, less intelligent than I or less
acceptable than I." (Jones and.Jones)
The Black student feels insecurity, anxiety, abandonment, and
with this, an inherent worthless social psychology. To most
effectively cope with the social psychology view Black students
perceive themselves as a part of, the concept of self must be radically
altered from a negative stand to a positive, assertive, healty concept
of self; that is, to view one's image through imagination of self
appearance of the image significant others hold of you.
In the context of the school world, a student who is defined as a
poor student "comes to view himself as such and gears his behavior
accordingly does so." However, if he is led to believe by means of the
social "looking glass" that he or she is capable and able to achieve
well, they do.most important, if not the utmost occupation of Black
teacher, administrators and counselors, is to create a positive,
assertive, self concept in Black students.
Being that institutions per se are created for a continual
repetitious outpouring of individuals to accomodate and further the
on going political establishment as is, of which Blacks are not
systematically programmed into. The job of Black educators and
teachers should be one of revolutionary and subversive activity.
Black educators and teachers should, and must, exert
themselves to learn, openly and intimately, ghetto problems. At the
least they will have to unlearn many textbook "facts" that have been
written from the middle class point of view which ninety-percent of
Black students are not a part of. New frame works must be developed
which will enable the educational aspirations of Black youth to
correspond to their interests and proficiencies." (Jones and Jones)
The creation of relevant Black studies on all levels of education, I
feel, is the only feasible plan to implement radical reformation within
the present educational institution.

